SUPPORTING VIRTUAL LEARNING

CONNECTING READERS TO BOOKS
Checkout or request books, ebooks or audio books specifically organized and curated for any class, topic, range, or interest

SPARKING CURIOSITY AND CREATIVE INNOVATION
Through MAKERSPACE activities we provide resources and opportunities for coding, STEM and crafting

TEACHING INFORMATION LITERACY AND RESEARCH
Students and scheduled classes may receive multi-media instruction on finding, evaluating, organizing, using, and communicating information effectively

TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP
Demonstrating the use of digital tools safely, respectfully, and responsibly

INSPIRING THE LOVE OF LITERACY
Modeling reading as a use for not only information but for enjoyment, wellness, inspiration and connection to self and others

COLLABORATING
Together but apart the library fosters digital and physical meeting space for educators, collaboration in lesson planning and providing resources for Project Based Learning

#FUTURE READY LIBRARIES
#PORTRAIT OF A GRADUATE
#BE THE LIGHT

S. Living
Library Media Specialist
@MsLiving_RPE
sliving@humbleisd.net

SCHEDULE A COLLABORATION OR ASK HOW LIBRARY SERVICES MAY SUPPORT YOU